GPCC Executive Committee Meeting Notes
November 30, 2016

Analytics and Data Science, Ph.D.
- Missing Executive Summary
- Some potential issues in the approval routing areas
- Narrative seems to be missing providing approval of both departments
- Request Amy reroute to CSM college level approval committee
- Moved to January Agenda

BED 6416, BED 6417, BED 6475, and SCED Courses
- Course discontinuations
- Removing from system
- Moved to Agenda for next week

BIOL 4500 and 6500
- Asked to cross-list
- Heard nothing since
- Moved to January Agenda

Certificate in Six Sigma Green Belt
- Still on hold

CHEM 6420, 6430, 6440
- Moved to Next Week Agenda for second reading
- Course Correlations will be added into proposal

CM 6130
- Moved to agenda next week for second read

COM 5100, 5490, 5900, 6440
- Two new courses, two revisions
- No executive summary
- 5000 level courses part of the certificate
- 5490 is new course, 5100 and 5900 are title changes
- Need further clarification – how do these courses impact the certificate
- Need executive summary by Friday to determine if a program change is needed
- Department will be contacted
- Moved to January Agenda
- COM 6440 needs further clarification about how this course is inherent in the discipline. Should leadership teach this? Another discipline?
- Also needs more detailed outline of qualifications to teach on proposal.
Computer Science, MS
- We need further clarification on how these proposed changes impact the program
- Can be moved to agenda next week with an acceptable clarification

New Dance Courses
- Syllabi are brief
- Course syllabi are not consistent with delivery method listed in the program proposal
- Special meeting requested with those proposing to answer questions

Healthcare Management and Infomatics, MS and HMI Courses
- Converted 4 courses into HMI courses to be aligned with rule about percentage of courses that can be offered in another program
- Issues noted with Programming in Java course
- Proposed meeting to discuss issues with the Executive Committee
- HMI 8900 moved to next week agenda, rest delayed
- Meet with Sheb and Sweta before the 12th

INED Courses
- Pre-req changes
- Moved to next week’s Agenda

Integrated Global Communication, MA
- COM courses above

International Conflict Management, Ph.D.
- No attachments
- Clarifying Course Transfer rules for program

Suggestion that doctoral degrees be allowed to make decisions by committee on age of transfer courses. For courses older than a certain age, a member of graduate faculty from another area is suggested to serve on decision committee.

INCM Courses
- Pre-req changes
- All existing courses
- Moved to next week’s agenda

International Policy Management, MS, IPM 7757
- Adding course elective
- Moved to next week’s agenda
MSQA
- Remains on hold pending departmental discussions

NURS courses
- Moved to agenda for second read

MPA
- Moved to agenda next week
- Layout for program of study may need adjustment

SYE 6025
- Move to agenda next week

Teacher Leadership, Ed.D.

Teacher Leadership, Ed.S.

Teacher Leadership, M.Ed.
- Can only take one of these degrees
- Need more specifics on the admission requirements
- Needs clarification
- Moved to December for 1st read